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2021 set to start badly in Europe but
vaccines provide hope for second half
So what has happened in Europe since the last issue of The
ANKER Report in mid-December? Well, the UK and EU finally
managed to agree a Brexit trade deal after all, COVID vaccines
have started being administered across the region, the Dutch
and Italian governments are in crisis, and the mutant strains of
COVID identified in the UK, South Africa and Brazil have raised
significant health concerns, resulting in further travel
restrictions in many European countries. This included the UK
closure of all ‘air corridors’ last Friday.

airlines saw a significant drop in flights compared with the
previous week. easyJet’s operations fell once more to less than
10% of their operations compared with a year ago, while British
Airways and Vueling were both well below 20% of their flights
compared with early 2020.

The general consensus seems to be that the first quarter of
2021, which is rarely a profitable period for any of Europe’s
airlines, is going to be pretty disastrous. UK leisure carrier
Jet2.com recently suspended all flights to all destinations until
25 March. The second quarter of this year may see some
gradual improvement compared to the first quarter. The hope
is that warmer weather and the vaccination programme will
sufficiently reduce COVID cases in the third quarter of this year
to allow countries to reduce travel restrictions, and thus make
international air travel across Europe more viable.

LCC operations vary more by day of week

December traffic mostly better than November
Analysis of The ANKER Report’s database of passenger figures
for European airports confirms that in many countries,
December traffic was not down as much as in November.
Spain’s airports saw traffic drop by 79% in December compared
with 84% in November, while in Norway demand was down
70% in the last month of the year compared with 78% in the
previous month. In Lithuania the improvement was just two
percentage points (from 91% to 89%), while in Finland there
was no improvement, with traffic down 91% for the third
consecutive month.

Among Europe’s busier airports, Amsterdam has, for the fourth
time in five months, welcomed more passengers than London
LHR. In December the Dutch hub handled 1.23 million
Is that a light at the end of the tunnel, passengers (down 77%) compared with 900,000 in November
(down 83%). The UK’s busiest airport saw 1.14 million
or a train coming towards us? While passengers last month (down 83%) compared with 747,000 in
there are grounds for cautious medium November (down 88%).

-term optimism with the roll-out of
several vaccines, the short-term
prognosis for Europe’s air travel
industries remains bleak, with rising
COVID cases (and fatalities) resulting in
ever more stringent travel restrictions
across much of the region.
A year on from the first inkling of the
pandemic, it is still far from clear how
quickly commercial air travel in Europe
will return to a position where
operations are profitable for the
majority of players.
In this issue we again look at global
traffic trends to see how domestic and
international markets are evolving.
Despite all the issues, we have analysis
of over 60 new route launches.
Ralph Anker
ralph@anker-report.com
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Only KLM, among major airlines, was operating at above 50% of
last year’s flights, though mention should be made of Norway’s
domestic carrier Widerøe which has consistently operated at
well over 80% of last year’s capacity during the pandemic.
Analysing the latest daily movement data from Eurocontrol for
three low-cost carriers, six flag-carriers and Widerøe reveals
significant differences in operations across the week. The six
national carriers show relatively little variation across the week.
However, easyJet, Ryanair and Wizz Air have a very different
profile, with Sunday the peak day of operation and Wednesday
being the quietest. All three carriers operate more than five
times as many flights on a Sunday than they do on a
Wednesday, at least at present.
The other outlier is Widerøe, which operates consistently from
Monday to Friday, but then has a big drop on Saturday and
then an improvement on Sunday.
Domestic traffic picking up in India and US
Looking at available traffic data from major markets outside of
Europe shows that domestic traffic has been growing steadily in
both India and the US, with India at 50% of last year’s figure in
November and the US at 40%. China’s latest figure for October
shows demand there is almost back to previous year levels, as it
was in September. However, Russia, which was at over 90% in
August and September has seen domestic demand drop to
around 70% of last year’s figure in November. December data
for both Norway and Spain shows an uptick in both countries
relative to November.

While both of the these hubs saw an improvement of around
five to six percentage points, Copenhagen’s improvement was
three percentage points (from 91% down to 88% down), while
Munich saw no improvement, with traffic down 93% in both
months. Athens was unusual in performing worse in December,
with traffic down 86% compared with 84% in November.

International traffic has shown little sign of improvement in
recent months in most markets with the exception of India and
the US, where there has been slow but steady progress.
November saw US international traffic at 30% of the previous
year’s level, its best result since March. However, China’s
international traffic is still at just 3% of the level in October
2019, while Australia is at just 2%. Again, available data for
December shows a small improvement in both Norway and
Spain, relative to November.

Ryanair just edges Turkish Airlines in December

Over 60 new services launched in last five weeks

Four of Europe’s biggest airlines have reported December
traffic data. Ryanair’s passenger numbers are down 83% to 1.9
million with a load factor of 73%, Turkish Airlines has seen
passenger numbers fall 65%, to 1.89 million (with a load factor
of 64%), and Wizz Air has
reported
carrying
666,000
passengers (down 80%) at a load
factor of 56%. SAS reported that
it carried 389,000 passengers in
December, a decrease of 80%.
Passenger load factor improved
from just 25.3% in November to
33.1% in December. Neither Air
France KLM Group, IAG nor
Lufthansa Group, all of whom
now only report traffic data on a
quarterly basis, have yet
published figures for Q4.

The ANKER Report’s New European Route Database (NERD) file
has identified over 60 new services, involving European
airports, which were launched during the last five weeks. This
included the period over Christmas and New Year when several

New Year boost
As anticipated, flight data from
Eurocontrol showed a small
improvement in flight numbers
around Christmas and New Year
compared with previous weeks.
However, for the week ending 16
January, all of Europe’s major
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airlines, notably in France and Spain, offered a short
programme of domestic routes not normally operated by
those carriers. There were also additional new domestic
services in Italy and Norway offered by Wizz Air.
Wizz Air adds four more airports
Wizz Air was responsible for 12 of the new routes, which
included adding four new airports to its network; Alta and
Kirkenes in Norway, Funchal on the Portuguese island of
Madeira and Lamezia Terme in Italy. In addition, the carrier
finally saw the first flight of its Abu Dhabi based subsidiary
when service to Athens began on Friday 15 January.
New routes to the Canary Islands were also popular (with
easyJet, Lufthansa and Ryanair), while SkyUp Airlines
launched three new routes between Ukraine and Turkey.
Greece’s Sky Express took a significant step forward by
starting service on one of Greece’s busiest routes with its
newly acquired A320s.
KLM and Virgin Atlantic add long-haul routes
Despite the obvious challenges, some carriers added new
long-haul routes recently. Virgin Atlantic started two new
routes to Pakistan from Heathrow, while KLM began a 2weekly service to Riyadh in Saudi Arabia. Heathrow
benefitted from British Airways launching Montego Bay
flights and SriLankan offering a new link to the Maldives.
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Ryanair set to further tighten grip on Italian market with new base in
Venice as Alitalia’s post-pandemic future remains rather uncertain
The Italian government is in crisis and Alitalia is going to
have another ‘reset’. Some things it seems don’t change,
even during a global pandemic. What exactly the latest
incarnation of the Italian national carrier will look like
and which routes it will operate, is still far from clear,
especially as Italy is the European country with the
second highest number of reported COVID deaths after
the UK.
Will Ryanair become #1 domestic carrier in Italy?
During the pre-pandemic period of 2015 to 2019, Alitalia
and Ryanair’s Italian domestic seat capacity had been
surprisingly stable, with the flag-carrier offering around
30% more seats than the Irish-based ULCC.
However, data for 2020 suggests that the gap has
narrowed. In fact, looking at monthly schedule data
indicates that Ryanair overtook Alitalia in October,
November and December. Between them, the two
carriers accounted for 72% of domestic capacity across
all of 2020. Following the collapse of Air Italy in February
2020, by the end of 2020 (December) the two carriers
were now accounting for 76% of all Italian domestic
seats.
Ryanair leading international carrier in Italy since 2008
On international short- and medium-haul routes from
Italy, Alitalia was overtaken by Ryanair as long ago as
2008, with easyJet moving into second place in 2012. In
2019, Ryanair accounted for 24% of non-long-haul
international seat capacity well ahead of easyJet (with
13%). Alitalia accounted for just 7%, or just 1 in 14 seats.
Data for 2020 (which for obvious reasons may not be
quite as accurate as in previous years) indicates that
Alitalia’s share fell further to just 6%, while Ryanair’s
share has grown to over 26%.
Ryanair served 29 airports in Italy in 2019
Prior to 2005, Ryanair had operated from 16 airports in
Italy; Alghero, Ancona, Bari, Brindisi, Forli, Genoa, Milan
BGY, Palermo, Pescara, Pisa, Rimini, Rome CIA, Trieste,
Turin, Venice TSF and Verona VBS. Since then it has
started operating at other Italian airports as well:
2006: Lamezia Terme, Parma, Perugia, Trapani, Verona
VRN
2007: Cagliari
2008: Bologna, Cuneo
2013: Catania, Comiso, Crotone
2014: Milan MXP, Rome FCO
2016: Venice VCE
2017: Naples
Airports no longer served in 2019 were Forli and Verona
VBS. The most recent addition, Naples, started as a fullblown base with 19 routes in May 2017.
Despite being one of its top 10 Italian airports for many
years, Venice TSF had never been a designated base,
until now. From the start of S21 Treviso will become
Ryanair’s 15th Italian base with two 737-800s located at
the airport. A total of 45 routes are planned from Treviso
in S21, of which 18 will be new. Ryanair’s first ever route
to Italy was launched in 1998 between London STN and
Venice TSF.
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Bergamo is #1 base in Italy, Spain is leading market
Milan BGY is by far Ryanair’s biggest Italian base, with
more than twice as many seats as Rome CIA. At 11 of
Ryanair’s top 20 Italian airports, the carrier accounted
for over 40% of scheduled seat capacity in 2019. At
Milan BGY, Venice TSF and Rome CIA that figure rises to
over 80%.
Looking at Ryanair’s most popular international markets
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from Italy in 2019, Spain leads the way ahead of UK,
Germany and Belgium. In total Ryanair operates to 32
countries from Italy, including Finland, Georgia and
Montenegro.
Among the top 15 country markets, Ryanair has the
highest market share to Ireland (58%), Poland (51%) and
Malta (48%). At the other extreme, it has just 11% of the
Dutch market and 12% of the French market.
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Latest European route news
Routes launched between 12
December 2020 and 15 January 2021
The following new services did launch in the last five
weeks, but with the dynamic nature of government
lockdowns and travel restrictions there is no guarantee
that these routes are still operating at the time of
publication, and if they are, the frequency may have
been reduced. The competition information is provided
by Cirium Data and Analytics, and relies on airlines
providing timely and accurate schedule data, which, at
present, can not always be guaranteed.
Air Arabia Maroc (IATA code 3O) began two new routes
to Europe from Casablanca in mid-December. On 14
December, a 3-weekly service began on the 460kilometre route to Malaga in southern Spain, while four
days later a 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays) service to
Rennes in France was started. Both routes will be
operated by the airline’s fleet of A320s. Royal Air Maroc
already operates on the Malaga route with a daily
service, but the Rennes route is uncontested. Air Arabia
Maroc is planning to operate 16 routes to Europe from
Casablanca this winter, including seven in Italy, four in
France, two in Spain and one each in Belgium,
Switzerland and Turkey.

Air Cairo (IATA code SM) introduced two new routes
from Europe to Hurghada in mid-December. Weekly
flights began from Bratislava (Fridays) on 18 December
and from Frankfurt (Saturdays) on 19 December, with
both inaugural flights being operated by the same
aircraft, an A320 with registration SU-BPU. There is no
competition on the Slovakian route (which was
previously served between June 2016 and October
2019), but the German route (which only appears to
operate a total of four tines) is already served by TUI fly
Deutschland.

Blue Air (IATA code 0B) has added two more routes to its
Bacau network. Both routes are to Germany with 2weekly service to Cologne Bonn beginning on 21
December and 2-weekly service to Munich beginning on
15 December. Neither route faces competition, and both
will be operated by the airline’s 737-800s. Since Bacau
airport, located in the north-east of the country,
reopened in mid-October after major runway works,
Blue Air and Wizz Air have both been busy developing
their networks from the airport. Sadly, neither carrier is
currently providing reliable schedule data making
comparisons difficult.
British Airways (IATA code BA) on 12 December began 2weekly service from London LGW to Montego Bay in
Jamaica using 777-200ERs. This new service
complements the carrier’s existing service to Kingston in
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Jamaica. The new service is scheduled to operate until
just after the Easter holidays (end of April). TUI Airways
is also supposed to be operating this route, though its 3weekly service is currently on hold until 15 February,
while Virgin Atlantic also connected the two airports last
winter. British Airways’ planned network at Gatwick this
winter comprises only long-haul routes to the Caribbean
and Mexico.
Cyprus Airways (IATA code CY) resumed service to St.
Petersburg from Larnaca on 25 December with weekly
flights. It last connected these two airports in S18. It
currently faces no competition on the 1,780-kilometre
route, though Aeroflot served the market with 2-weekly
flights last winter. According to the airline’s website its
only routes this winter are from Larnaca to Athens (up
to 3-weekly), Heraklion (weekly) and now St.
Petersburg. Up until mid-January the airline was also
serving Kiev KBP and Moscow DME with its A319.
easyJet (IATA code U2) added two more routes between
the UK and the Canary Islands just before Christmas. On
19 December London LTN was connected to Gran
Canaria with 2-weekly flights, competing directly with
Wizz Air. According to easyJet’s website the service is
now suspended until 2 February, operates across
February and March, before taking a break in April and
May, and starting up again with 3-weekly service in early
June through the end of October. The second new
service was the 3,170-kilometre route between
Edinburgh and Fuerteventura, which began on 20
December, is currently suspended and will resume on 7
February and continue until 23 March. Ryanair’s 2weekly service on the route is set to resume at the end
of March.
Eurowings (IATA code EW) launched three new routes
just before Christmas. On 19 December the Lufthansa
subsidiary began 2-weekly (Tuesdays and Saturdays)
service from Berlin to Beirut in Lebanon, with weekly
(Saturday) service from Düsseldorf beginning on 22
December. Neither route is currently contested, though
in January 2020 SundAir operated on the former route
and SunExpress Deutschland on the latter. Düsseldorf
also welcomed another new route with the addition of a
weekly service with Eurowings to Erbil in Iraq. Beirut
and Erbil are both new destinations for Eurowings. All
three routes are still operating in mid-January.

around 200 kilometres from Tbilisi. Pre-pandemic (in
February 2020), flydubai was serving nine airports in
Russia with a total of 26 weekly flights. The city of
Grozny has been almost entirely rebuilt in the last 20
years since the end of the Second Chechen War. It now
features an impressive mosque, completed in 2008, and
Grozny-City Towers (which opened in 2011) a hotel and
business centre complex. There are plans to build
Europe’s tallest skyscraper, the Akhmat Tower, in
Grozny, but so far only the foundations have been
completed. Other international services from the city’s
airport include Air Arabia to Sharjah, Pegasus Airlines to
Istanbul SAW and Utair to Istanbul IST.
Iberia Express (IATA code I2) launched a number of new
routes in the week before Christmas, all involving
airports in the Canary Islands. Several of these were
‘Christmas-only’ services; Alicante-Lanzarote (just six
flights), Asturias-Lanzarote (seven flights), BilbaoTenerife TFS (seven flights) and Santiago de Compostela
-Tenerife TFS (also just seven flights). In addition,
permanent new routes were launched from Gran
Canaria to both Palma de Mallorca (2,110 kilometres)
and Tenerife TFN (just 110 kilometres).
KLM (IATA code KL) on 11 January began 2-weekly
service to Riyadh in Saudi Arabia using its A330-200s.
When originally announced the return leg was going to
make a stop in Dammam (Saudi Arabia) but this has now
been changed to Dubai. KLM will continue to serve
Dammam in eastern Saudi Arabia with non-stop service.
Amsterdam is already connected to Riyadh by Saudia,
who also operate a 2-weekly service on the 4,640kilometre route using 787-9s. In addition to these two
destinations in Saudi Arabia, KLM also plans to serve Abu
Dhabi, Dubai, Muscat (via Abu Dhabi) and Kuwait City in
the Middle East this summer.

Lufthansa (IATA code LH) joined several other carriers in
starting new routes to the Canary Islands this winter. In
the German flag-carrier’s case it was a 2-weekly
(reducing to weekly) service between Frankfurt and
Fuerteventura which launched on 19 December. The
3,060-kilometre route will be operated by a mix of the
airline’s A320-series aircraft and faces direct competition
from TUI fly Deutschland and Condor. At present the
new route appears to operate only until 17 April.
flydubai (IATA code FZ) added a new destination in
Russia to its Dubai network on 17 December. Grozny is
now served 2-weekly using the LCC’s 737-800s with no
other carrier operating on the route. Grozny is in the
Chechen Republic of Russia, quite close to Georgia and
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Luxair (IATA code LG) added two new destinations in
central Europe to its Luxembourg network just before
Christmas. On 14 December, the carrier began 2-weekly
service to Bucharest in Romania using its 737-800 fleet,
followed on 18 December by a 2-weekly service to
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Latest European route news
authorities had wanted a bigger aircraft to be used on
the route and also insisted in 2019 that it should be
operated by an aircraft built after 2000, which ruled out
the Lithuanian carrier. NyxAir plans to operate the route
12-weekly. Kuressaare has a population of around
15,000 and lies on the largest Estonian island of
Saaremaa, located west of mainland Estonia. By road
and ferry the journey to the capital takes well over four
hours.

Krakow in Poland using its Q400s. The Romanian service
has continued to operate into the new year, but the
Polish service has been suspended for now and is set to
resume on 8 February according to Cirium Data and
Analytics. Both routes are set to operate year-round and
neither route is operated by any other carrier.
Nordwind Airlines (IATA code N4) which already serves
Sochi/Adler from Moscow SVO, on 24 December began
connecting Moscow DME with the Russian holiday resort
city on the Black Sea. The airport-pair is already well
served by S7 Airlines (85-weekly), Ural Airlines (43weekly), as well as a number of other carriers. Passenger
numbers at Sochi/Adler are down just 5.4% in the first
11 months of 2020, with year-on-year increases in each
of the last five reported months, as Russian
holidaymakers make the most of their own country’s
attractions.
NyxAir (ICAO code NYX) has started operating on the
190-kilometre domestic route in Estonia between Tallinn
and Kuressaare. After a two-year procurement process,
the carrier finally began operating the service using an
ATR 42-500 (registration ES-NTA) on 21 December. Until
recently the route was operated by Lithuanian carrier
Transaviabaltika using Jetstream 31s. Estonian
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Royal Air Maroc (IATA code AT) resumed non-stop
service after almost a decade between Marrakech and
Brussels BRU on 19 December. Initially operating weekly
(Saturdays) on the 2,380-kilometre route, frequency
should increase to 3-weekly in February. No other carrier
currently connects the two airports. However, last
February, Brussels Airlines (2-weekly), Ryanair (2weekly) and TUI fly Belgium (weekly) all provided service
between the airports. In addition to Brussels, Royal Air
Maroc also serves three French cities (Lyon, Marseille
and Paris ORY) non-stop from Marrakech this February
as well as Madrid in Spain, according to Cirium Data and
Analytics. Brussels already welcomes Royal Air Maroc
flights from Casablanca, Nador and Tangier.
Ryanair (IATA code FR) was another airline to launch
new routes to the Canary Islands just before Christmas.
On 18 December it began two new routes, both
operating 2-weekly (on Mondays and Fridays) at present,
only until the end of March. The 2,110-kilometre route
between Palma de Mallorca and Gran Canaria is already
served by Iberia Express (2-weekly) and Binter Canarias
(also 2-weekly). The second route, the 1,900-kilometre
link between Valencia and Tenerife TFN also faces
competition, this time from Iberia (weekly) and Vueling
(weekly).
Sky Express (IATA code GQ) has enhanced its capabilities
by adding two brand new 186-seat A320neos to its fleet,
to complement its existing turboprop fleet of five ATR
72s and four ATR 42s. As a result, the Greek carrier has
decided to start operating on the 300-kilometre trunk
route between Athens and Thessaloniki from 14
December, initially operating daily. As of mid-January the
airline’s booking tool shows frequency has increased to 2
-daily. By mid-February the airline is showing four daily
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flights on weekdays. Competition on the route comes
from Olympic Air (currently 3-daily) and Ellinair
(currently 2-weekly). Ryanair previously connected the
two major cities of Greece with multiple daily flights
from April 2014 to March 2019. Sky Express already
serves over 20 domestic destinations from Athens using
its ATRs, with none of the sectors being more than 400
kilometres. Apart from the new Thessaloniki route,
Cirium Analytics and Data shows that Sky Express is also
using its new A320s on some of its frequencies from
Athens to Chania, Heraklion and Mytilene.

SkyUp Airlines (IATA code PQ) of Ukraine recently
launched three new routes to Turkey. On 18 December
the carrier began serving Istanbul IST from both Lviv and
Odessa with 2-weekly flights (Mondays and Fridays).
Turkish Airlines already operates on both routes. A year
ago, the 600-kilometre Odessa route was also served by
Ukraine International Airlines and Onur Air. The third
new Turkish route for SkyUp Airlines was launched on
27 December, between Kiev KBP and Kayseri in central
Turkey. This weekly (Sunday) service faces no direct
competition. According to Cirium Data and Analytics,
SkyUp Airlines is currently operating just eight routes in
February, four of which are to destinations in Turkey,
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two are in Georgia, with one each in Armenia and the
UAE. To make up for the lack of scheduled services at
present due to travel restrictions, SkyUp Airlines is using
its fleet to provide charter flights from Kiev to a number
of destinations in Egypt (Hurghada, Luxor and Sharm el
Sheikh) and Tanzania (Zanzibar).
SriLankan (IATA code UL) on 12 December began 2weekly service between London LHR and Malé in the
Maldives using A330-300s. The 8,540-kilometre route is
already served by British Airways (6-weekly in January)
having switched from Gatwick to Heathrow during 2020.
In the past, TUI Airways has also served Malé from
Gatwick and Manchester according to Cirium Data and
Analytics. The Maldives was on the UK government’s ‘air
corridor’ list (until last week), making travel possible
between the two countries. SriLankan previously offered
this route between 2004 and 2012, and again in 2017.
Transavia France (IATA code TO) operated a number of
special ‘Christmas-only’ domestic routes in late
December and early January as well as a full-time new
route. The latter is between Nantes and Montpellier
which began on 18 December. Initially operating 3weekly (Mondays, Fridays and Sundays) frequencies vary
a little until settling down at 6-weekly at the end of
March. Volotea also connects the two airports, currently
with 2-weekly flights, with frequency increasing to daily
from 11 February on the 590-kilometre route according
to the airline’s on-line booking tool. Transavia’s ‘blinkand-you-miss-them’ routes at the end of December
connected Strasbourg with Bordeaux and Nantes, as
well as Lisbon with Funchal. Some other French
domestic routes were also launched which will resume
on a more full-time basis in mid-February. These routes
will be written about then.
Ukraine International Airlines (IATA code PS) on 17
December resumed service to London LHR from Kiev
KBP after an absence of over 13 years. The carrier has
used a mix of E190s and 737-800s on the 2,190kilometre route, which it plans to operate 3-weekly
(Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays) at least until the end
of March. The Ukrainian flag-carrier had previously
operated to Heathrow from August 2006 to October
2007. It will continue to operate year-round flights from
Kiev KBP to London LGW, currently also 3-weekly on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. British Airways had

dropped its Heathrow to Kiev KBP service in October
2019. Both Ryanair and Wizz Air also connect the
capitals of the UK and Ukraine. The former began
connecting Stansted with Kiev KBP in October 2018,

while the latter has been connecting Luton to Kiev IEV
since December 2008.
Ural Airlines (IATA code U6) began a weekly (Thursday)
service between Kazan and Dubai on 17 December using
its A320s. The 3,410-kilometre route is not served by any
other carrier in January, but flydubai is expected to
resume its 3-weekly service on the route from 3 March
according to the airline’s website. The UAE-based carrier
has been linking the two airports since September 2011
but suspended service last March due to the pandemic.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics, Ural Airlines
now serves Dubai from six Russian airports, the others
being Moscow DME, Moscow ZIA, Rostov-on-Don,
Samara and Ufa. All are served just weekly.
Utair (IATA code UT) offered a short programme of
flights at the end of December and early January
between Ufa and Sochi/Adler. A total of six return flights
operated on the 1,690-kilometre route, with
competition coming from Pobeda and Nordwind Airlines
according to Cirium Data and Analytics.
Virgin Atlantic (IATA code VS) launched three new longhaul routes from Heathrow during December. On 12
December, the carrier began 3-weekly service to
Islamabad in Pakistan, with 4-weekly Lahore flights
beginning the following day, both operated by the
airline’s 787-9s. Competition on both routes comes from
British Airways. Also in December, Virgin Atlantic
belatedly resumed seasonal service to Cape Town in
South Africa, last served in W14/15. Having pushed back
the launch date from the end of October to 20
December, flights were almost immediately suspended
as the UK government suspended all flights between the
two countries, due to concerns about the potential risk
of the South African variant of COVID-19.

service with a Boeing 717, the founding aircraft for the
airline. It has now transitioned to an all-A319 fleet
comprising 20 of the type.
Maybe not surprisingly, Wizz Air (IATA codes W6/W9 )
launched more new full-time routes (11) in the run-up to
Christmas (between 12 December and 20 December)
than any other carrier in Europe. This included adding
four new destinations to its pan-European network; Alta
and Kirkenes in Norway, Funchal on the Portuguese
island of Madeira and Lamezia Terme in Italy. Of the 11
new routes, seven were domestic (five in Italy and two in
Norway), while three of the four international routes
involved airports in Romania. Starting with the five
Italian domestic routes, these were Bari-Bologna, BariTurin, Catania-Verona, Milan MXP-Lamezia Terme and
Milan MXP-Naples. Ryanair already offers the two Bari
routes, while Volotea is present on the Catania route.
easyJet will compete on both Malpensa routes, while
Ryanair is also operating the Milan to Lamezia Terme
route. This will be one of the few routes on which
easyJet, Ryanair and Wizz Air will all compete head-tohead. The two routes in Norway are both from Oslo to
the new destinations for Wizz Air of Alta and Kirkenes.
Competition on both routes comes from Norwegian and
SAS. The new international routes include two routes
from its new Bacau base to Brussels CRL and Liverpool.
Finally, there are two new routes from the UK; from
Doncaster Sheffield to Suceava in Romania and from
London LTN to Funchal. None of these four new routes
currently face any direct competition. TUI Airways
previously connected Luton with Funchal. Regrettably,
Wizz Air is still struggling to provide accurate schedule
data to Cirium Data and Analytics, so this analysis is
based on interrogation of the airline’s on-line booking
tool and confirming operations via flightradar24.com.

Volotea (IATA code V7) operated several ‘Christmasonly’ services at the end of December and beginning of
January, none of which are currently bookable for the
rest of the year according to the airline’s website
booking tool. They comprised two French domestic
routes, two Spanish domestic routes and one
international route; Asturias-Granada, Bilbao-Granada,
Genoa-Paris CDG, Lille-Nantes and Lille-Toulouse. Last
week (on 10 January) Volotea operated its last ever
Wizz Air Abu Dhabi (IATA code 5W, formerly used by UK
carrier Astraeus until it ceased operations in November
2011) finally launched operations on Friday 15 January
2021. The inaugural flight of the new carrier, in which
Wizz Air has a 49% stake, was from Abu Dhabi to
Athens. The 3,270-kilometre route will be flown 3weekly (Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays) and
currently faces no direct competition, though Etihad
Airways is set to resume service on the route in early
February.
Yakutia Airlines (IATA code R3) on 24 December began 3
-weekly service between Moscow VKO and Nalchik. The
1,420-kilometre route is already served daily by Pobeda,
while Aeroflot operates flights from Moscow SVO to
Nalchik. Nalchik is in southern Russia at the foothills of
the Caucasus Mountains in the republic of KabardinoBalkarian, not too far from the border with Georgia.
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Montenegro sees collapse of national carrier which was responsible
for 25% of traffic in 2019; several carriers could be number one in ‘21
One of Europe’s smallest countries (at just under 14,000
square kilometres), it is still bigger than Malta,
Luxembourg and Cyprus. Located on the east coast of
the Adriatic Sea, it shares borders with Croatia, Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Serbia, Kosovo and Albania. Independent
since 2006, the country has a population of around
620,000 and has been a member of NATO since 2017. It
hopes to join the European Union and already uses the
Euro as its currency.
Podgorica and Tivat are only international airports
The capital of Podgorica is home to one of two
international airports in the country. Its IATA code of
TGD dates back to when the airport opened in 1961,
when the city was known as Titograd. The other airport,
Tivat (IATA code TIV), is on the coast and is dominated
by seasonal flights bringing in tourists.
In 2003, both airports combined handled just 600,000
passengers. In 2019 this had increased more than
fourfold to almost 2.7 million passengers, with doubledigit growth recorded in 2016, 2017 and 2018. Only 2009
saw traffic decline across the two airports.
Across the whole year both airports have consistently
had quite similar passenger numbers, though since 2003
Tivat has recorded more demand every year, except in
2010. However, the airports’ seasonality profiles are
quite different, with Tivat handling almost twice as many
passengers during the peak summer months as
Podgorica, but only having one-third as many during
some of the off-peak winter months.
Podgorica’s busiest routes in 2019 were to Belgrade,
Istanbul, Vienna, Ljubljana, Warsaw and Rome. Tivat’s
top routes in the same year were Moscow DME,
Belgrade, Moscow VKO, Moscow SVO, St. Petersburg
and Kiev KBP, highlighting the appeal of Tivat as a
holiday destination for many Russians.
Montenegro Airlines ceased operating in December
The biggest carrier for scheduled service at both airports
was Montenegro Airlines, the national carrier, which
sadly ceased operations just before Christmas. The
carrier (IATA code YM) operated a small fleet of Embraer
195s and Fokker 100s. Founded in October 1994, the
airline had celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2019.
Passenger numbers had risen steadily in recent years
from 560,000 in 2014 to just under 660,000 in 2019,
using six aircraft. As a result the airline’s share of traffic
at Montenegro’s airports had fallen from 35% in 2014 to
25% in 2019.
The airline’s biggest route as measured by ASKs in 2019
was between Tivat and Moscow DME. However, in terms
of seat capacity, the busiest routes were from Podgorica
and Tivat to Belgrade, in neighbouring Serbia.
Who will be number one carrier in 2021?
With Montenegro Airlines grounded, several airlines
could become the country’s biggest carrier in 2021, with
Aeroflot, Air Serbia, Pobeda, Ryanair, Turkish Airlines
and Wizz Air all potentially vying for the number one
slot.
Ryanair’s website currently lists eight of its bases as
serving Podgorica with non-stop flights this summer,
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including three in Poland. Wizz Air’s website is currently
showing seven routes on sale from Podgorica, including
two each in Germany and Poland.
New routes planned for 2021 include Luxair and SkyUp
Airlines starting flights to Podgorica. Jet2.com had
announced seasonal flights to Tivat from London STN
and Manchester but these appear to have been delayed.
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Corendon
Airlines
... Air on Oslo route; three carriers serve Tromsø
Alta welcomes
Wizz
Located well above the Arctic Circle, on the coast of northern
Norway, Alta has a modest population of just over 20,000.
The town is 62km west of Lakselv and 80 kilometres south of
Hammerfest, both of which also have commercial airports.
Alta’s main visitor attraction is the architecturally stunning
Northern Lights Cathedral, completed in 2013. There is also
the fascinating Alta Museum: World Heritage Rock Art Centre
which opened in 1991 and was European Museum Of The
Year in 1993.
Rather less glamorous is the airport serving Alta, which
opened in May 1963 and has a 2,250-metre runway. Despite
such a small population, the airport ranked as Norway’s 11th
busiest for domestic passengers in 2019, with 364,446. There
were also just under 3,000 international passengers in 2019.
Pre-pandemic (in February 2020) there were domestic
services to Oslo (with Norwegian and SAS), Tromsø (with
Norwegian, SAS and Widerøe) as well as Hammerfest,
Kirkenes, Sørkjosen and Vadsø. A year later, only the 180kilometre Tromsø services offered by Norwegian and SAS
have been (temporarily) lost, with both set to resume in the
coming months.
Wizz Air arrived at the airport on 18 December offering direct
flights to Oslo. The ULCC is currently offering 2-weekly flights
(Fridays and Sundays) with additional Monday and
Wednesday services currently bookable from the beginning of
March.

Granada doubles demand in six years; domestic routes dominate
Spain’s 13th biggest urban area with a population of almost
500,000, Granada lies in southern Spain at the foot of the
Sierra Nevada mountains, around 90 kilometres north-east of
Malaga. The airport serving it, opened in 1972 and is known
as Federico García Lorca Granada-Jaén Airport. It lies around
15 kilometres west of Granada. Between 2013 and 2019
traffic virtually doubled, but is still below the peak of 2007.
The airport caters mostly to domestic traffic. In 2019 the top
three routes to Barcelona (485k pax), Madrid (199k) and
Palma de Mallorca (189k) accounted for almost 70% of all
airport traffic. Barcelona was served by Vueling, Madrid by
Iberia, while both Air Europa and Vueling offered service to
Palma de Mallorca.
The spike in traffic around 2007 can be attributed to Ryanair,
which served Granada between 2005 and 2011. They offered
domestic flights to Girona and Madrid, as well as international
flights to Bologna, East Midlands, Frankfurt HHN, London STN
and Milan BGY. In 2007 the Stansted route served 128k
passengers.
easyJet began serving Granada from Gatwick in February 2017
and has since added routes to Berlin TXL, Bordeaux,
Manchester, Milan MXP, Nantes and Naples. In 2019,
Malpensa (48k pax) and Gatwick (47k pax) were Granada’s
top two international routes. Last summer saw Volotea
resume flights at the airport to Ibiza and Menorca.

Rennes gets Morocco link but has lost all UK services after Flybe fail
Rennes, located in north-west France in the east of Brittany, is
France’s tenth largest city with a metro population of
720,000. The airport serving the city has seen traffic grow
from around 400,000 annual passengers during 2000-2005, to
over 800,000 in both 2018 and 2019.
The airport is dominated by domestic traffic, with
international traffic having been virtually zero until 2005.
Between 2016 and 2019 there were over 200,000
international passengers each year.
Air France and its regional partner HOP! are the dominant
carriers at the airport, offering several domestic routes.
easyJet began serving the airport in S18 with domestic flights
from Lyon, followed by Geneva in W18/19 and Nice in S19.
The airline’s Toulouse service is set to start in S21.
Flybe used to serve Rennes from Exeter, London LCY, London
SEN, Manchester and Southampton, but following the
collapse of the carrier in early 2020 there are currently no UK
services to Rennes planned for 2021.
Volotea added new domestic routes last summer to Ajaccio,
Bastia, Biarritz and Figari, competing with Air France on the
Corsican routes. Air Arabia Maroc recently launched service
from Casablanca, while Amsterdam is currently served by Air
France. International services to Barcelona (with Vueling) and
Madrid (with Iberia Express) which operated in S19 are not
currently set to resume in 2021.
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Europe to South Africa market was growing slowly with UK and BA
leading the way; SAA’s problems and COVID make future uncertain
Unlike most long-haul destinations from Europe, South
Africa is basically in the same time zone, meaning that
jet lag is much less of an issue for travellers. Analysis of
schedule data for non-stop flights between Europe and
South Africa reveals that capacity grew from 2004 to
2006 before falling slowly for the next seven years.
Between 2013 and 2019 there has been modest growth
(apart from in 2016). However, capacity in 2019 was still
below that offered between 2006 and 2008 according to
Cirium Data and Analytics.
Nine countries connected with non-stop flights
Nearly all European flights to South Africa serve either
Johannesburg (69% of capacity, shown in purple on the
graph) or Cape Town (29%, shown in red) with Durban
(green) accounting for the remainder, thanks to British
Airways’s Heathrow service, which launched in October
2018.
In 2019, nine European countries had direct service to
South Africa. The UK leads the way accounting for 39%
of seat capacity in 2019, up from 36.5% in 2018. Next
comes Germany with 21.5% and then the Netherlands
with 12.5%. All three countries have historic links with
southern Africa. Then come Turkey and France (both
with 9%), followed by Switzerland 4%, Italy 3%, Spain
1.5% and Austria 1%.
Austria was the most recent European country to get a
non-stop service to South Africa when Austrian Airlines
began seasonal winter service from Vienna to Cape
Town in October 2018.
18 non-stop routes in 2019
According to Cirium Data and Analytics there were 18
non-stop routes between Europe and South Africa in
2019 with London LHR to Johannesburg being more than
twice as busy as any of the other routes. For Cape Town
services, Heathrow is also the leading European airport.
A connection offered in 2018 but not in 2019 was with
Eurowings between Cologne Bonn and Cape Town.
Just before Christmas, Virgin Atlantic resumed service to
Cape Town from Heathrow after a gap of seven years.
However, within days, all flights between the UK and
South Africa were suspended because of concerns of the
recently identified South African variant of COVID-19.
British Airways is leading carrier
In 2019, British Airways was the biggest provider of
capacity between Europe and South Africa, followed by
South African Airways (SAA) and KLM. Star Alliance
member airlines (shown in black) make up four of the
top eight airlines.
South African Airways has been struggling financially for
many years and was almost closed last summer.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics it has not
operated any European flights since March 2020, but
hopes to resume flights at the end of March 2021 to
both Frankfurt and London LHR.
Competition from Middle East carriers
A popular alternative for travellers between Europe and
South Africa is to travel via one of the three major
Middle East hubs with either Emirates, Etihad Airways or
Qatar Airways. Pre-pandemic, Emirates operated 4-daily
to Johannesburg, 2-daily to Cape Town and daily to
Durban, while Qatar Airways offered 3-daily flights to
Johannesburg and 10-weekly to Cape Town, and Etihad
Airways offered 5-weekly service to Johannesburg.
Apart from Emirates’ Durban service, all the other
services are still set to operate this spring, though with
total frequencies across all routes reduced by around
40% in April, assuming flights have resumed by then.
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